
"LYDLANDSKAP" (Sound Landscape)- a visual/sound installation by Line S.Hvoslef.

Text by Trond Lossius.

There is a lot I like about Line Hvoslef's work. The clear use of colour and the articulated 
line. The pleasure of drawing and the belief in seeing as meaning something. Instrumental 
music is a wordless expression, but I find it often communicates better and deeper than 
words. In Line's works I find the same confidence in the image. It makes it easy to look 
them, but also more difficult to write this text.

Seeing other places and meeting other cultures expands perspective. Brian Eno considers 
culture an advanced form of role-play in which we participate and play with each other. 
Through visual art, music, fashion, food, perfume and architecture, we explore how we 
and the world can emerge and evolve in different ways. This helps us to understand and 
communicate who we are. It trains our ability to empathise and collaborate with one 
another, because we can imagine how the world looks for each other. Through 
considering other realities, we can understand our own reality in new ways, we can 
rewrite our own history and imagine new futures.

Line Hvoslef's works invite such fantasy. She uses imagery that lies between the 
figurative and the abstract. The works contain ambiguous shapes and landscapes and are 
open for a variety of approach and interpretation. It is Line Hvoslef’s intention that her 
works should initiate travel in many directions, forwards to our digital society and 
backwards to history and tradition. I start to travel sideways.

I associate the patterns against a dark background in some of Line Hvoslef's works with 
geometric patterns on ancient Greek ceramics. One week ago, I stood in Athens looking 
at ruins of old buildings. Below us, protected by a glass plate, we looked at masonry of a 
house where someone once lived. Picturing how life was at that time takes the same 
stretch of imagination as when I imagine Hattifnatter on a desolate island in 
Mummidalen.

Some of the shapes in Line's works look like machines and remind me of Jules Verne's 
wonderful inventions. Do I see pictures of the future as the past once saw them?

As a child, I read about pioneers who explored the white spots on the map of the world – 
geographical areas that were not yet mapped out, explored and subjected to Western 
culture. Some stories were real and told of discoveries on other continents, while others 
were fantasy: world voyages under the sea or around the moon. Since then, many of those 
fantasies have become real.

A website explains how larger galaxies draw in and absorb smaller galaxies. I see pictures 
of distant galaxies that have fused in this way, they look like small organisms in an 
unfocused microscope. In four or five million years, the Milky Way will collide with 
Andromeda. A computer simulation shows how these two galaxies swim closer to each 
other like tiny plankton in a large black sea, and then merge in a swirling circle.



January 2014, I participated on an expedition to explore a black spot on the map. With 
RV Helmer Hanssen, we crossed back and forth over Kongsfjord at Svalbard to chart the 
biological life in mid-winter. It was previously thought that the sea slept through the polar 
night, and that there was no biological activity. One of the researchers sent a video 
camera 250 metres down and up again to study the presence of plankton in the water. A 
stroboscope works like a flash and flashes twenty times a second. Along the way, the 
camera captured pictures of Thyssanoessa, Mertensias, Paraeuchaeta, Calanus and other 
hydromedusae.

The pictures I watch meandering over on the screen remind me of Line Hvoslef's organic 
creatures and take me back a few years to Paris and a retrospective exhibition of 
Kandinsky’s work. His breakthrough in abstraction was of course important in a 
historical perspective, but it was the works from his later years in Paris that enthralled 
me. During this period, his forms changed from geometric to biomorphic. Kandinksy 
provided these forms with inner life and inner meaning. This is surely a landscape to 
travel through.

A curiosity for connections between image and music is another interest that Kandinsky 
and Line Hvoslef have in common. In earlier projects, Line Hvoslef has collaborated with 
the composer Jostein Stalheim. These projects saw images animated, as we see in the 
light box in Lydlandskap and video-projected images entered into a multimedia 
presentation.

In Lydlandskap this exploration is developed. Different objects are mounted into the large 
image, turning it into a vast surface that you can actively explore. Music boxes, cranks, a 
cymbal, an old telephone and other objects enter as elements within larger forms. Line 
Hvoslef has had expert help from Søren Andreasen in the realization of this work. Red 
switches, diodes and some small speakers are all we see of an ingenious, electronic 
device hidden behind the wall. When we play on the different objects the image lights up, 
and fragments of what we have played come back to us from speakers elsewhere in the 
wall.

Many technological products appear cool, glossy and distant, and make extensive use of 
industrial materials such as plastic, glass, chrome and aluminium. The shiny surface is a 
skin between our physical reality and the virtual reality of these devices. The objects 
mounted in Lydlandskap are instead material and tactile, and the sound generated is 
warm, analogue, human, serene, open and playful. 

Lydlandskap invites the public to use the work in a completely different way than if it 
were "just" a painting. While one would normally look at a painting from a distance, and 
then study details from a closer position, here one walks almost into the work and 
actively explores it with all one’s senses. The objects and sound encourage an extensive 
search around in the landscape, in search of other objects to touch and play on, and other 
places to hear and see. The landscape is no longer something you see only from outside, 
you can also enter into and become part of it. The experience becomes more social and I 
think the finest situations will arise when more people are in the sound landscape 
together. For those who choose to take a step back, and watch how others explore the 



work, it can be as rich to watch and listen to situations as they arise as it is to participate.


